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to be so scarce that ordinary persons cannot afford beams to support their
roofs. So they build domes of mud, a habit which is common in other dry
regions, such as eastern Persia. As the traveler proceeds across the plain,
the villages and fields become less and less frequent, until finally he sees
a group of low black tents beside a well, with a flock of sheep and a drove
of camels not far away. He has reached a region too dry for agriculture,
and fit only for desert nomads, who wander with their camels in search
of water and pasture.
. The Trade That Might Flourish. While riding through this country,
the traveler might perhaps say to himself, "Not much chance to sell
leather here. From the hides of their numerous animals the people can
get all the leather they want, but this might be a good place to buy either
undressed hides or wool. Not much market for hoes, either, for there
are practically no vegetable gardens and grain does not need hoes; but
these people ought to plow their broad fields with something better than
wooden plows and reap them with machines instead of hand sickles.
How good those melons were! We ought to have that kind at home."
Why Manufacturing Does Not Flourish. Then the traveler might
fall to wondering why manufacturing does not thrive when there seems
to be so much unemployed labor. During the reaping season, and again
in the fall when the seed is sown, the people work willingly but slowly
from dawn till dusk, but between the busy seasons they are usually idle.
The hot, monotonous summer and the prevalence of malaria sap people's
strength. The climate causes thejdeld of crops to be small. "Other con-
35tions/such as tong^sta^s^jTcustom^ also combine to prevent the
people from being inventive and ambitious. They cannot save up much
capital, and as yet they have done little in the way of building factories.
A Midsummer Visit to a Typical Monsoon Region in Eastern Asia
Transportation. A visit to Shantung at the same season as our Aleppo
visit would show a very different scene. Even at the steamer landing
in Tsingtau there are few automobiles and not many vehicles drawn by
horses. Most of the vehicles are drawn or pushed by men. For pas-
sengers there are jinrikishas, like overgrown baby carriages, while for
freight and baggage there are wheelbarrows with the wheel in the center
halfway from front to back, instead of at the end. In the interior away
from the few railroads and main highways you would find it impossible
to hire even a "rikshaw," because there are no roads for these two-wheeled
vehicles. As there are no riding animals you would probably decide to
walk and have your baggage carried on a wheelbarrow.
Density of Population. In Shantung one meets twenty times as many
people as in the Syrian province. There are villages everywhere, made of

